
After the QCF: A New Qualifications Framework

1. Your details

We collect some standard details about all those who respond to our consultations.

The information you provide will be held by us. It will only be used to help us shape our policies and regulatory
activity. We will treat your identity in confidence. However, we may wish to publish your organisation's view
unless you inform us if you would not like us to do this.

Please provide us with the following information set out under the headings below.

Name:

Debbie Tuckwood

Position:

Director of Learning and Development

Name of organisation or group (if applicable):

Chartered Institute of Credit Management (CICM)

Address:

The Watermill, Station Road
South Luffenham
Oakham
LE15 8NB

Email:

debbie.tuckwood@cicm.com

Telephone number:

07817 730148

Would you like us to treat your response as confidential? If you answer Yes we will not include your details in any
list of people or organisations that responded to the consultation.

No

Are the views expressed in response to this consultation your personal views or an official response from the
organisation you represent?

Official response from an organisation/group

You selected ‘official response from an organisation/group’, please state which type of responding organisation
you represent

Awarding organisation

Nation

England

How did you find out about this consultation?

Our newsletter or another of our communications



May we contact you for more information?

Yes

2. Consultation questions

1. To what extent do you agree or disagree that awarding organisations should assign an appropriate level to
their qualifications?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

2. To what extent do you agree or disagree that changing the level of a qualification would constitute a major
change requiring an awarding organisation to notify us and others of the proposed change?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

3. To what extent do you agree or disagree that if an awarding organisation changes the level of a qualification it
should be required to put in place, and comply with, a plan to protect the interests of learners?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

4. To what extent do you agree or disagree that if an awarding organisation changes the level of a qualification it
should provide clear and accurate information about the change to all relevant users of the qualification?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

5. We propose to have level descriptors for two categories: knowledge and skills. To what extent do you agree or
disagree with this proposal?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

6. Are there any other categories for which you think we should have descriptors?

No

Please give reasons for your answer

7. To what extent do you agree or disagree that our proposed level descriptors reflect the requirements of a
qualification at each level?

Agree

Please give reasons for your answer

8. Is there anything we could add to our proposed Requirements or guidance to help awarding organisations to
use the level descriptors?

No

Please give reasons for your answer



9. We currently require qualification titles to include the level of the qualification. To what extent do you agree or
disagree that we should retain this requirement?

Strongly agree

Please give reasons for your answer

10. Do you have any comments about our proposed General Conditions?

Yes

Which Conditions are clear and helpful? Why?

Conditions related to level are succinct and written in plain English.

Which Conditions do you feel need to be clearer? Why?

Conditions related to TQT are repetitive and difficult to understand in places, e.g. Condition 2.5 is particularly
convoluted. Also they are too prescriptive where they make specific reference to information sources which may be
unrealistic, inappropriate or 'time-bound'.

11. Do you have any comments about our proposed guidance?

Yes

Which sections of guidance are clear and helpful? Why?

Advice regarding 'levels' is clear, realistic and inclusive for the full range of academic and vocational qualifications.

Which sections of guidance do you feel need to be clearer? Why?

12. To what extent do you think the draft RPA Criteria will help an awarding organisation determine whether a
qualification is relevant for RPA purposes?

Helpful

Please give reasons for your answer

13. How helpful do you think the draft TQT Criteria and guidance will be when awarding organisations calculate
the values for a qualification’s Guided Learning, Directed Learning and Invigilated Assessment?

Unhelpful



Please give reasons for your answer

CICM is not concerned about the principle of TQT, however CICM believes that proposed methods of calculation
using three parameters (‘Guided Learning’, ‘Directed Learning’ and ‘Dedicated Assessment’) are over-complicated;
would result in misleading and inaccurate measures; and would be time-consuming and expensive to calculate on
the basis of Ofqual’s proposed Conditions. 

Ofqual defines Guided Learning as activity which involves immediate guidance or supervision of a teacher; Directed
Learning as activity which is directed by but not under the immediate guidance or supervision of a teacher; and
Invigilated Assessment as activity which involves assessment for a qualification which is invigilated and does not
have the immediate guidance and support of a teacher (see fuller definitions below).

As a result, CICM recommends that Ofqual calculates Total Qualification Time on the basis of two measures, ‘Guided
learning’ and ‘Other Qualification Learning’, and is not prescriptive about methods of calculation. Also the Institute
recommends that Ofqual investigates the value of continued use of a measure of Guided Learning, as it is currently
defined, as the basis for funding decisions, given rapidly changing and more flexible qualification delivery models.

Guided Learning Time

CICM understands that Ofqual requires awarding organisations to assign a value to Guided Learning time for a
qualification because this informs funding decisions, and ‘Raising the Participation Age’ (RPA) legislation has
established the requirement to identify ‘education or training under the immediate guidance or supervision of – a
lecturer, supervisor, tutor or other appropriate provider of education or training.’ (Ofqual: 2015) . Ofqual exemplifies
guided learning as classroom-based learning supervised by a teacher. 

However, a single Guided Learning value is difficult for awarding organisations to calculate for vocational
qualifications which have multiple centres, pathways and study methods because increasingly employers and
learning providers are adopting a blended approach to learning which involves self-serve, online learning and
therefore would not be accepted as guided learning.

Also Ofqual’s proposed methodology to calculate Guided Learning time is likely to be inaccurate and have a perverse
impact on awarding organisations ’ policies regarding learner options and employers’ choice of study method and
because it would disadvantage pathways which require larger proportions of teacher guided learning. For example,
Ofqual proposes that awarding organisations which have qualifications with optional routes of differing numbers of
hours for Guided Learning to ‘assign the lowest number of those hours to the qualification’ (Ofqual 2015:42 condition
2.10b). This could result in the value for guided learning being near to zero for some qualifications which have an
optional pathway involving a large proportion of self-study, e.g. an online course. 

A suggested alternative would be to base ‘Guided Learning’ hours on an estimation of ‘typical’ values for 16 – 17 year
olds who are in school, college or other learning provider based education. 

Also CICM understands why Ofqual has introduced Conditions which require awarding organisations to:

• calculate the value of each of these categories based for the typical learner, with particular reference to 16 – 17
years olds because they are covered under the Raising the Participation Age (RPA) policies.
• gather auditable evidence to support estimates and review values over time.

However, the Institute is concerned by the prescriptive way that Ofqual has specified these Conditions. In particular
Ofqual’s proposed new requirement for awarding bodies to include information from ‘Users of similar qualifications
and organisations with relevant expertise including employer organisations, funding agencies, inspectorates and the
Learning Record Service’ when calculating Guided Learning time is likely to involve an onerous bureaucratic
exercise which would be inappropriate, in particular for smaller awarding organisations with limited numbers of
centres and candidates, especially if their learners or centres do not access government funding.



14. We originally proposed to describe: “The activity of a Learner in preparation, study or any other form of
participation in education or training which takes place as directed by – but not under the Immediate Guidance or
Supervision of – a lecturer, supervisor, tutor or other appropriate provider of education or training” as “Directed
Study”.

In response to feedback we are considering describing such activities as “Directed Learning”. Which of these
descriptions would you prefer us to use?

Directed learning

Please give reasons for your answer and suggest any alternatives you would favour

The additional requirement to identify a single value each for ‘directed learning’ and ‘dedicated assessment’ adds
further measures which would be difficult to isolate accurately and are intrinsically less valuable for qualification users
as will be explained next.

First, terms such as ‘Directed Learning’ or Ofqual’s suggested alternative ‘Directed Study’ are easily confused with
‘Guided Learning’. Ofqual defines directed learning as ‘education or training which takes place as directed by - but
under the immediate guidance or supervision of a lecturer, supervisor, tutor or other appropriate provider of education
or training.’ (Ofqual: 2015)1

This definition clearly relates more closely to the term ‘Guided Learning’ and therefore could be easily confused and
miscalculated, as evidenced by results of test exercises at recent Ofqual training events.

15. We originally proposed to describe: “The participation of a Learner in the activity of being assessed for a
qualification, where the assessment is subject to Invigilation but takes place without the benefit to the Learner of
the Immediate Guidance or Supervision of a lecturer, supervisor, tutor or other appropriate provider of education
or training” as “Dedicated Assessment”.

In response to feedback we are considering describing such activities as “Invigilated Assessments”. Which of
these terms would you prefer us to use?

Invigilated assessment

Please give reasons for your answer and suggest any alternatives you would favour

measurement of the amount of ‘Invigilated Assessment’, or Ofqual’s suggested alternative ‘Dedicated Assessment’ for
a qualification would be difficult to calculate because assessment methodology often depends on the pathways
chosen by learners within the qualification. For example CICM uses online exams and written exams for knowledge
units where ‘dedicated assessment time’ varies between 1.5 - 3 hours, where as other units involve assignments
which would have no dedicated assessment time under proposed definitions. As a result, the value of this measure to
users is questionable.

16. We have identified a number of ways in which our proposals may impact (positively or negatively) on persons
who share a protected characteristic. Are there any other potential impacts we have not identified or any
additional ways in which potential impacts could be mitigated?

No

17. Are there any additional steps we could take to mitigate any negative impact resulting from these proposals
on persons who share a protected characteristic?

No

18. Have you any other comments on the impacts of the proposals in this document on persons who share a
protected characteristic?

19. Are there any potential regulatory impacts of the proposals in this document that we have not identified?

3. Accessibility of our consultations



We want to write clearly, directly and put the reader first. Overall, do you think we have got this right in this
consultation?

Yes

Do you have any special requirements to enable you to read our consultations? (For example screen reader,
large text, and so on)

No

Which of the following document formats would you prefer to use when reading our consultations? (Select all that
apply)

A standard PDF
Accessible web pages

How many of our consultations have you read in the last 12 months?

3
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